Segment:
Line nr:
Line name
Version:
Material:
Ltd:
code:
KW51-01
KW51-02
KW51-03

Diver
51
Full Dive
1000 Time Only
St. Steel / St. Steel + PVD
No
Inox/Black dial, Green Indexes
Pvd Gun Metal/Grey Dial, Blue Indexes
Pvd Black/Black Dial, Red Indexes

History

High performance diving watches are always being characterized by a traditionally austere design.
Visconti has combined the style creativity, the taste for color and the attention to the details which
are part of Visconti' high-end traditional craftsmanship, with the fastness of a real performing and
reliable technical project.
Full Dive seems to be a unique timepiece in its inspiration: the freedom to explore every
environment, both the tough and the severe one of the deep dive, and the differently demanding of
daily life, where the watch stands as a sign of Visconti's capabilities.

Note

This timepiece takes advantage of the traditional and reliable two-pieces screwed construction, as
well as the automatic Swiss movement and a magnetic stainless-steel case, to create a solid starting
point for design creativity.
A screwed crown and a curved sapphire crystal complete the technical heritage of Full Dive.
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Technical Features
Movement

Automatic Swiss Made movement
28.800 A/h. Power reserve: approx. 42 hours.
Dimensions: Ø 25.60 mm.
Thickness 4.60 mm.
ETA 2824-2 21 jewels.

Functions

TO: HH, MM, central seconds.
Date window at 6 o'clock.

Case

Dimensions

Waterproof to
Dial

Hands

Strap/Bracelet

AISI316 stainless steel three pieces’ case, micro-shot blasted
and satin-finished with PVD Gun Metal and Black coating
versions.
Screwed crown at 4 o’clock.
Flat-convex sapphire watch glass, rotating bezel, engraved time
scale.
Diameter 45.00 mm.
Thickness 14.60 mm.
Overall dimensions at crown 51.10 mm.
Height 55.80 mm.
100 ATM
Matt dial with coloured detailing, luminescent indexes and
Roman numeral at 12, minutes scale with bars.
Day display at 6 o'clock.
Matt dial with colored detailing, luminescent indexes and
Roman numeral at 12, minutes scale with bars.
Day display at 6 o'clock.
In water-resistant leather.
Visconti satin-finish stainless steel buckle.
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